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Mission Briefing

There shall be no savior for the human population of this world. Two forces, the Drukhari
and the Night Lords, battle one-another over the right to claim these unfortunate souls.
All the human prey can do is flee and hide... and hope the terrors pursuing them don’t
notice.

Deployment

Deployment

This mission uses the Concealed Deployment rules as per pg 50-51 in Warzone Octarius:
Rising Tide, except all units use Concealed Deployment with no CP cost. The players roll
off and take turns placing tokens one at a time, noting the player who finished placing
their tokens first.

First Turn

The players roll off. The winner must go first. If the roll is a tie, the player who finished
deploying first must go first.

Mission Rules

Quarry: The objectives in this scenario represent the human quarry of the two
combatants and can move around, attempting to escape their tormentors (see the mission



objectives below). Each objective can be marked as either “Fleeing” or “Cowering”. All
objectives start the game in the “Fleeing” state.  When an objective flees, it will move
1d6” directly away from the nearest model. If two models are equidistant or if the
objective is touching a model, use the center of the unit to determine the objective’s
trajectory instead. If an objective would move within 6” of a battlefield edge, it stops
moving.

Shock: Immediately before the player going first takes their first turn (after any
redeployments, etc.) each objective flees as per the rule above.

Submission (action): Units may perform a Submission action at the end of their
movement phase if they are within 1” of an objective marker. This action is completed at
the end of their turn. If the action is completed, the objective marker changes its state to
“Cowering”

Terror: Keep a Terror tally for every unit in your army. Increase a unit’s Terror tally by 1
every time it completes the Submission action.

Mission Objectives

Herd the Prey (progressive): At the end of each player’s Turn, if it is the active player’s
turn, they score the following:

● 5 VP for holding 1 objectives
● 5 VP for holding 2 objectives
● 5 VP for holding 3 or more objectives

After the active player scores “Herd the Prey”, each objective they control which is
marked as “Fleeing” will flee.

Hunt the Prey (progressive): At the end of each Battle Round each player scores for
each of the following:

● 5 VP for holding 2 objectives
● 5 VP for holding 3 objectives
● 5 VP for holding 4 or more objectives

After both players score “Herd the Prey”, every objective marker which is marked as
“Fleeing” will flee, then all markers marked as “Cowering” are switched to “Fleeing”

Terror Tactics: If the game is a tie, the player with the highest combined Terror tally
wins the game.

Victor Bonus

The victor may award 5xp to one of their units with the highest Terror tally.


